Scenario 1
Amal wants to open a new farm and start his own poultry business, what are the few things he should keep in mind while constructing his farm?
A. Waterbody and vegetation nearby
B. No poultry farms too near
C. Diagnostic facility nearby
D. Raised land

Scenario 3
Arjun has been observing that some of his birds have been experiencing breathlessness and are behaving oddly what are the few steps he should take?
A. Isolate the birds from other birds
B. Get in touch with the Veterinarian
C. Notify the local authorities
D. Give them antibiotics directly from the pharmacy

Scenario 2
Harinad has noticed some rats going around the place and he has to bring a new batch of chickens, what are the few things he should look after?
A. Identify their entry points and fill them up
B. Use trapping/baiting methods
C. Clean the entire shed thoroughly
D. Feed them along with the birds

Scenario 4
Nilesh has a few construction workers that would be visiting the farm along with their vehicle for some construction work, what precautions he should take about their visit?
A. Document their visit
B. Make sure the vehicle has been disinfected
C. They can be allowed inside the shed for birds
D. People should be wearing safety gear